Abstract-We propose a periodic-modulation based blind channel identification scheme for single-carrier block transmission with frequency-domain equalization. The proposed approach relies on the block system model and exploits the circulant channel matrix structure after the cyclic prefix is removed. It is shown that the set of lineer equatiorrs relating the autocorrelation matrix of the block received signal and the product cbannd coefficients can be rearranged into one with a distinctive block circulant structure. The idenlification equations thus obtained lead to a very simple identifiability condition, as well as a natural Formulation of the optimal modulating sequence design problem which, based on the block circulant data structure, can be cast as a constrained quadratic probtem that allows for a simple closed-form solution. The optimal sequence is shown to result in a consistent channel estimate irrespective of white noise perturbation. Simulation results are used for illustrating the performance of the proposed method.
INTRODUCTION
Blind channel identification based on the second-order received signal statistics has been a popular research topic in the past few years, see 141 for a detailed literature review. The transmitteri ndu ced-c yclostationari ty (TIC) approach, original f y introduced in [ 111, is known to be one of the major solution branches. In contrast with the multi-channel subspace methods [7], [131, which rely on channel diversity via over-sampling or multisensor at the receiver, the TIC approach resorts to signal precoding for facilitating channel identification. The transmitter precoding strategy can lead to identification algorithms free from any restrjction on the channel zero location, which is recognized as a fundamental limit of the multi-channel subspace methods [IO, p-I 9301. Existing TIC precoders include periodic modulation [lo] , [I] , [6] , repetition coding [1 I], and the general filter bank precoder [9] , etc. The periodic modulation precoder, in particular, is attractive for it does not introduce redundancy into the symbol streams and thus potentially prevents the foss in the data rate [IO] .
Single-carrier (SC) block transmission with cyclic prefix (CP) insertion recently attracts much attention for its appealing lowcomplexity frequency-domain equalization (FDE) 131. However, most of the existing blind identification schemes for SC modulation devote to the serial transmission case [4] . It is noted that, with the CP based block transmission, the signal model of the SC-FDE system shares the essential features as those of OFDM [3] . As a result, a number o f the blind identification algorithms tailored for OFDM, in particular, those exploiting the transmit redundancy due to CP, can also be applied to the SC-FDE systems. Two typical such proposals are the deterministic subspace method [8] and the statistical subspace method 1141.
The former, although being attractive for its finite-sampleconvergence property, is still subject to the limitation of the channel zero locations and the performance deterioration in the low SNR regime. The latter, on the other hand, is immune to the channel zero pattern but would usually need a large number of data to output a satisfactory identification performance. Instead of CP insertion, another form of guard interval adopted for SC block transmission is through zero-padding [9j. Blind channel identification for such an alternative scheme is addressed in [ 9 ] ; the proposed approach therein is nonetheless exclusively aimed for the zero-padded transmit redundancy.
Leveraging periodic modulation, this paper proposes a correlation matching based blind identification scheme for single-channel SC-FDE systems. The presented study is the block transmission counterpart of the previous work E61 for the serial transmission case. The proposed method exploits the circulant structure of the channel matrix after CP is discarded. The resultant set o f identification equations leads to a very simple identifiability condition which depends on the modulating sequence alone. When channel noise is present, the proposed identification framework also provides a natural formulation of the modulating sequence design against the noise effect. The optimal noise-combating soIution is in closed-form and also yields a consistent channel estimate irrespective of white noise perturbation. Simulation results are used for illustrating the performance of the proposed method, showing that it is an attractive solution under severe SNR conditions or only a small number of data samples is available.
SYSTEM MODEL
We consider the discrete-time baseband model of an SC-FDE system. At the transmitter, the source symbol sequence s(n) is modulated by a periodic sequence p(n) with period N to obtain which is then serial-to-parallel converted to obtain the block 
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systematic way of solving for the product coefficients. Toward this end, we need the following lemma. 
=Q
Assume that the matrix Q E WN2x'L+')1 defined in (3.8) is of full column rank. Then (3.8) defines a set of overdetermined and consistent linear equations, from which the product channel coefficient vector can be uniquely recovered as vcc(hhH) = (wQr'Q'wc(R, (0)). (3.9) It is noted that the solution (3.9) for product unknowns yields the exact solution provided that the autocorrelation mamx R,(O) is obtained perfectly and when noise is absent. When only a rime average of R, [OO) is available (as in practical situations), the solution (3.9) then gives the least squares solutions.
C. fdentification ofthe Channel Itnpdse Response
Assume that the product unknowns h(k)h'(E) , 0 5 k , l S L , are available from (3.9). To identify the channel, let us form the 3.5) ).
D. Irfeent$abjli[y Condition
From the discussions in the previous section, it is easy to 5ee that the channel can be identified if the product channel coeficients h(k)h'(l) , 0 5 k , l 5 L , are uniquely determined from equation (3.9), which is the case if the matrix Q is of full column rank. Since Q is a submatrix of Q obtained by deleting its columns, a sufficient condition for channel identifiability is that Q is nonsingular. Based on the block circulant structure of Q , there is an elegant way of specifying this sufficient condition. More preciseIy, we have the following proposition, whose proof is referred to [ 121. 
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Prop. 3 .2 asserts that channel identifiability is guaranteed if there are no "spectral nulls" associated with the N-dimensional vector p defined in (3.10). This condition holds for almost all choices of the modulation sequence p(n) . In particular, we can appropriately choose p(t3) to guarantee channel identifiability and, moreover, to obtain a well-conditioned equation (3.8) against noise perturbation and finite-sample effect. This will be shown in next section.
IV. OPTIMAL DESIGN OF MODULATING SEQUENCE
This section considers the noisy case and addresses the problem of modulating sequence design for combating the noise effect. By examining the noise-perturbed equations, we will first introduce the design criterion. By further exploiting the BCCB structure of the matrix Q , the optimization problem is then formulated as a constrained quadratic problem which yields an analytic solution. Some properties regarding the optimal sohtion are discussed.
A . Optimality Crilerion the autocorrelation matrix of the block received signal is thus
Assume that the channel noise is present. From In fact, if we think of the product channel coefficients vec(hhH) as the signal of interest in (4.21, the range space of Q then defines the signal subspace, whereas the noise perturbation signature vec(1,) spans the noise subspace. Accordingly, the condition (4.4) amounts to the requirement that the signal and noise subspaces are mutuaIIy orthogonal. Since the matrix Q is completely determined by the modulating sequence p ( n ) , one natural design criterion, therefore, i s to choose p ( n ) to meet the orthogonality constraint (4.4), or to match it as exactly as we can if perfect fulfillment is impossibIe. This suggests the following performance measure where iji E%"' is the ith column of the matrix Q . We note that y thus defined is the maximal correlation index among the pairs of vectors {i&, vec(I,,,) ) for all 1 5 i 5 (L + I)* ; it gauges the worst-case tendency of noise contamination upon all the signal components, and thus serves as a good measure of "closeness", and hence orthogonality, between the signal and noise subspaces.
Small values of y , in particular, imply small noise contribution on the desired signals and are expected to yield better channel estimation accuracy. To achieve an utmost noise reduction, we then propose to minimize the quantity y in (4.3, subject to the following two constraints 
B. Optinial Solution
The proposed optimization problem, which aims for minimizing the worst-case noise corruption, appears to be one of the min-max type. Toward a solution, one has to first determine the maximal correlation index among all the vector pairs {Gj, vec(1,)) , 1 S i I (L + l}* . Since each ii is a column of the matrix Q in ( 3 3 , by exploiting the BCCB structure of Q there is an elegant expression of y in terms of p(n) . Specifically, it can be shown that (see [I21 for a proof) (4.8)
In contrast with equation (4.9) in [6, p-28801, it is somewhat surprising to see from (4.8) that the cost function y regarding the SC-FDE scenario tums out to be identical with the one reported for the serial transmission case, irrespective of the fundamental difference in the individual signal models. Given the same design constraints (4.6) and (4.7), this coincidence could result from certain "inherent circularity" in the respective identification equations: the noise-cormpted equation group in [6] is described by a circulant matrix (cf. [ 6, p-2879] ), whereas the identification equations (4.2) inherit the BCCB structure from the matrix Q defined in (3.5). To find the solution, we can adopt the approach used in [6, It can be directly shown that, for O<S < 1 , 6(2-6) is an increasing hnction in 6 . As a result, for a fixed block length N , the optimal measure will decrease as 6 is decreased. Hence, a small power threshold 6 implies small noise contribution on the signals, and hence attains better channel estimation accuracy.
Also, it shown in [I21 that the solution (4.12) results in a consistent channel estimate when noise is white.
V. SIMULATlON RESULTS
In this section, numerical simulations are used for illustrating Figure 2 shows the NMSE of the three methods at various SNR levels (with 300 symbol blocks). The result shows that, in the medium-to-low SNR region (< 10 dB), the proposed method attains the best performance even with 6 = 0. 9 
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we propose a blind identification scheme for the SC-FDE systems based on periodic power modulation. The proposed method exploits the circulant channel matrix property unique to the SC-FDE systems as well as the linear relations between the autocorrelation matrix and the product channel coefficients. The resultant identifiability condition inherits the appealing feature common to most TIC-based approaches: it depends entirely on the modulating sequence but not on the channel characteristics. In fact, almost all sequences yield the channels identifiable. The problem of modulating sequence design against noise amounts to a constrained quadratic problem which yields a closed-form solution. Simulation results show that, in the low-to-medium SNR region or when the number of available data samples is smafl, the proposed method compares favorably with existing subspace algorithms applicable to SC-FDE systems.
